
Hr. Joseph Hendrie
U S ~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H ~ Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUB J<CT: Diablo Canyon

Dear Hr. Hendrie:

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant should not be given an operating
lichens~ because of its proxlmitv to the Hosgrl fault, which is 2.5
miles from the plant ~ Diablo Canyon is thus destined to remain in
a state of seismic vulnerability unique among American atomic plants.

Despite PG&" 's claims to the contrary, there is no guarantee that
the plant could withstand the maximum shock delivered by the Hos-
gri fault, if an earthquake should occur

The plant's security is questionable, especially with terrorist
thr~ats growing worldwide.

No evacuation plan could be comprehensive enough if a major earth-
quake destroys all major outlets. Bridges and overpasses would col-
lapse leaving the area in total chaos,

A means of storing and disposing of the radioactive toxic waste
which will be produced by an op~rating Diablo Canyon nuclear plant
has not been developed, Will the toxic waste be stored at the site
for years and years2

Diablo Canyon is inherently and unalterably unsafe; it will remain
so as long as it and the Hosgri fault remain whore they are. The
plant is too controvercial and dangerous. A license should be with-
heldo

Sincerely,
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Eocumn ntrol Desk, 016 Phi Llips

Eo~~"'zg a Service Branch, 0 fice o th Secretary

~JM FOB. DISTFZBUZXON SZVGC - 5iRCUR R Vw.KBZ MEZZ(N
DIS~UrZON SY~ (RODS)

'We attac~ aocurrent, which rela~ to a soecific
licensing ~et, is the KC~T KbLK)LAC,ION
COPY. It is ce~'fie" bv ~de 0=fice o= "he Secretary
as the best available copy.
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